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Background: A common misconception is that marketing is synonymous with advertising. Marketing by physicians has
undergone a transformation from the earlier unacceptable slick sales pitches to a more common sense, tasteful,
comprehensive, and well thought out plan to reach potential patients.
Methods and Results: Marketing is a much broader concept comprising four aspects: product, price, promotion, and place.
Marketing activities for a medical practice include not only external but internal tactics. Publicly available resources are
available to assist physicians in developing and targeting the plan towards a narrow patient demographic. The marketing
process includes: determining objectives, identifying resources, defining target population, honing a message, outlining
a media plan, implementing the plan, and finally, evaluating the success or failure of the marketing campaign.
Conclusion: A basic knowledge of marketing combined with a common sense approach can yield dividends for those
practices that need the service. For surgical practices that exist in heavily populated urban areas with significant
competition, a well thought out marketing plan can assist the practice in reaching out to new groups of patients and

maintaining the existing patient base. ( J Vasc Surg 2009;50:691-7.)
For physicians and medical managers, the word ‘mar-
keting’ conjures up images of expensive and slick media
productions run by not-so ethical professionals who are
looking for unsophisticated patients. With other changes in
healthcare, this image has also undergone transformation.
Increased competition, internet savvy consumers, media
coverage of every new technology, and introduction of a
‘retail’ mentality has made marketing not only acceptable
(if done tastefully) but necessary in some instances. Reasons
for physician groups should consider marketing in order to:

● Increase visibility and prestige in the community;
● Reach new patients or potential users of the latest

technology/procedure;
● Act as a resource for patients and the community for a

particular illness/disease treated by the practice;
● Become more attractive to potential employees, and to

both physicians and office personnel.

Background, concepts, and terminology. Market-
ing is an American creation that emerged after World War
II when the consumer product industry came into its own
followed by healthcare products in the form of pharmaceu-
ticals, medical supplies, and healthcare insurance. Market-
ing in the healthcare industry was slow to catch on because
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many felt no need for it, did not understand it, resisted it as
a ‘business’ tactic, and, importantly, saw it as possibly
unethical. The early 1980s saw healthcare organizations
use marketing (but mostly advertising) as a necessity for
survival. Several factors led to an acceptance of market-
ing healthcare services: increasing competition, advent
of new services and consumerism (patients became con-
sumers), growth of elective and lifestyle altering proce-
dures, and crossover of business entrepreneurs into
healthcare services.

The most common misconception about marketing is
that it is synonymous with advertising. In truth, marketing
is about understanding customers’ needs and wants, and
tailoring (or building) your service to meet those needs.
Hard-sell advertising like billboards, on the other hand, is
usually utilized by retail or elective practices.1 The key is to
listen to and understand your customers as more than
people who simply need your service to maintain good
health. Marketing, therefore, is any formal or informal
promotional activity intended to ‘promote an idea, organi-
zation or service.’1 Another misconception is that market-
ing is for large healthcare conglomerates. Not necessarily.
Your practice may already be doing many things to pro-
mote a unique service which is essentially marketing.

The 4 Ps1 are traditionally thought to comprise what
businesses call their “marketing mix,” which describes all
aspects of their marketing capabilities (Fig 1). Firms may
make a concerted effort to tweak one or more of these Ps in
order to achieve their goals, be they profit, margin, or
patient volume goals.

● The first P, Product, refers to the features of the actual

product – its name, attributes, quality, and design. In
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healthcare, ‘products’ are often difficult to conceptu-
alize for healthcare professionals. Marketing services
instead of goods is a challenging concept to grasp. In
vascular surgery it could be the endovascular service or
a venous practice the group is trying to market.

● Price refers to the list price, as well as any discounts or
allowances.

● Promotion describes the advertising, promotions,
sales force, and public relations used to reach a defined
target market. Whereas sales promotion has limited
application in physician practices, direct marketing to
potential patients is becoming widely used in dissemi-
nating information about medical practices.

● Finally, Place describes the channels and locations at
which you will make your product available to
customers.

Segmentation describes the act of identifying a group
of customers who share common wants or needs. There is a
distinction between a segment and a sector,2 which de-
scribes a method of divvying up your market-based on
demography, geography, or other non-specific way. Both
do represent subsets of the overall market of customers.

For now, let’s assume that a physician specializing in
venous surgery (very) loosely defines their entire market as
all people in the city of Denver. A sector within their market
might include people who live in the suburb of Denver,
Wheat Ridge, and who are between the ages of 35 and 60.
As you can see, this sector is not based on anyone’s needs;
it is based purely on age demographics and geography. In
contrast, a segment of their market may include women
who are in professions that require prolonged standing.
This segment is based on the customers’ needs. Segmenta-
tion is a way to group similar customers based on their
needs.

In developing positioning statements, physicians
must think about their target segments. Typically, a posi-

Fig 1. The marketing mix.
tioning statement takes the format of, “To [insert target
segment], [product/service] is the [frame of reference]
that [point of difference] because [reason to believe]
(Bendapudi, NM, 2004 personal communication). An ex-
ample might be: To all high school teachers, Venous Physi-
cians Inc is the vein treatment group that will keep you healthy
and looking well because we are focused on making sure your
veins are functioning at their best. The goal of creating
positioning statements is to take segmentation one step
further and drive to the heart of what your practice will offer
to your target group. It enables you to step into your target
segment’s shoes, and makes the process of developing
marketing tactics that much easier.

After developing positioning statements for each of
your practice’s target segments, you must begin outlining
your campaign’s objectives, specific marketing activities
(along with timelines) and budget.

The campaign objectives should outline the marketing
and financial goals. These are important because the entire
plan should be evaluated as time goes on. For our example,
the practice may want to reach out to 25 local high school
teachers groups, acquire 250 more patients from the de-
fined target group, increase patient satisfaction by 20%, and
decrease patient waiting time to below 10 minutes per visit.
The important part is not how lofty your goals are, but how
realistic they are and how honest you will be in attaining
them.

What we have just described is a Marketing Plan. The
term sounds like a big undertaking, but it really is just about
applying the terminology we’ve looked at to a specific
situation.

Branding. A brand is a “name, term, sign, symbol or
design, or a combination of them intended to identify the
goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to
differentiate them from those of other sellers.”3 Branding is
a strategy commonly utilized by physician groups and
healthcare organizations that consists of developing a
unique identity or ‘brand’ for their group, company, pro-
cedure, treatment, or service.4 A branding effort without
the performance to back up the ‘image’ being built is
counterproductive and, therefore, before physicians com-
mit resources to this effort, they must ensure that almost
every patient interaction is positive.

Many marketers will tell you that the final planning
task, generating specific marketing activities, is the most
exciting part of the planning process simply because it
invokes the creativity of everyone involved. For example, if
your target were the segment described above, one of your
ideas might be to contact local high school teachers groups
in order to provide free lectures on varicose veins and
prevention, provide information on proper compression
garments, and other treatment options, etc. The point is
that, given the segmentation work that you have com-
pleted, you can now focus your efforts. Note that there is
nothing that would prevent you from targeting two or
three or more segments.

For our purposes, we will begin discussing marketing
activities within the practice, internal marketing, and sub-

sequent transition to external marketing.
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Internal marketing. These days, a patient can go
almost anywhere for a service, even medical care. If she was
looking for a provider though, and had heard fantastic
things about your practice’s staff and level of care, it is safe
to assume that she would be compelled to contact your
office.

The end goal of internal marketing is to empower your
staff to enhance your patients’ experience at your office.
This is the most effective and least expensive type of mar-
keting. Your practice will essentially serve as its own pro-
motional tool, with positive word of mouth spreading
naturally as your patients talk to friends and acquaintances.
And it won’t cost your practice anything.

Basic internal marketing tactics revolve around you and
your staff making an extra effort to care for patients. Below
are a few simple examples of ideas that you can make part of
your routine immediately to enhance your level of care.

● Note in your chart special events, hobbies, and inter-
ests of the patient and bring them up at visits.

● A 2-minute call on your way home from the office to a
discharged patient will ensure a lot of positive feelings.

● If a current or former patient expires, show your con-
cern for the patient’s survivors with a card, phone call,
or other gesture.

● Instead of an attitude that conveys the impression that
they are blessed to be treated by your practice, how
about letting them know that you are grateful for the
trust they have put in you. Be creative about ways to
show it!

Moving beyond your personal actions, it is important
that you train your staff to make the extra effort to treat
patients better as well. Staff is the primary representatives of
your practice; patients interact with them when they call to
set up an appointment, visit your office, settle billing issues,
and set up follow-up appointments. In order to prepare
your staff, you must communicate openly with them about
the practice, its goals, and their very critical role in making
the business successful. Simply asking a nurse to be more
polite with patients is not enough; the nurse must feel like
he/she is an actual owner of the practice with the ability to
make it successful. He/she should want to treat patients
better. Below are some tactics that you can begin to act on:

● Select staff that shares your values.
● Include your staff in strategic decisions and empower

them. For example, your staff may decide that it wants
to achieve its aggressive vision by reducing the waiting
room time for each patient by 10 minutes. Because you
enabled the team to create this goal, they have auto-
matically bought into it.

● Set tangible goals based on your vision. In decreasing
patients’ waiting times, your staff must find a way to
measure wait times “before and after” in order to
gauge their success.

● Reward success and good-faith efforts publicly. Once
your team is working towards the goals you have laid

out, you must provide the support necessary to main-
tain the momentum. You will achieve positive results
by implementing internal marketing. The key is to be
patient and encourage your staff to play a more active
role in improving the practice.

External marketing. External marketing is what most
people think of when they hear the term marketing. Exter-
nal marketing generally consists of advertising, promotions,
public relations, and other forms of communications. Any
marketing strategy must start with determining a ‘market
or service area.’ The market area can be delineated by
geographic location, demographics, and service utilization.
The key to getting a solid return on your marketing invest-
ment is to focus on targeting specific segments of your
market by taking into account variables that will narrow the
potential population such as income levels or education
backgrounds. This is referred to as ascertaining an ‘effective
market.’ For example, every person in your geographical
location is a potential patient. But for instance, by reason of
age, occupation, or a different insurance network, some are
not suitable for your marketing efforts. This explains why
some healthcare organizations market their niche areas by
‘service lines’ such as cardiac and vascular, trauma, cancer,
or neurological service lines.

Advertising. Patients have an increasing influence on
referrals made by physicians. In a recent survey, patient
requests were the deciding factor in 39% and 27% of refer-
rals by primary care and specialists, respectively.5 However,
success of direct to consumer marketing varies by specialty
and the vehicle utilized. Educating potential patients
through ‘advertorials’ may be useful in specialties such as
vascular diseases and surgery where the public may not be as
knowledgeable compared to heart disease. In marketing to
future patients, most practices focus on advertising in print,
radio, and television media. This can be effective in some
ways; it certainly generates awareness among a large pro-
portion of the population. However, how much good does
it really do your vascular surgery practice to have, for
example, a 75-year-old male observe a commercial that
focuses on aesthetic treatment options for spider veins? The
point is that, although you may be reaching 1.5 million
viewers, few of those viewers may be members of your
target audience. The majority of recipients of your market-
ing message may have no need to visit your office. In
addition, with the ability to record television programs and
skip commercials, you may not be reaching all 1.5 million
viewers anyway. You can apply similar logic to newspaper
advertisements. The advantages and disadvantages of dif-
ferent media for advertising are listed in the Table. Since the
bulk of media’s income comes from advertising agencies,
the media work hard to keep them happy. Agencies get
advance notice of special deals for unfilled air time or print
space for up to 1/6 of the original price and generally
receive at least a 15% discount on their business. Agencies
know local markets, how best to utilize your advertising
dollars, and also promote their regular clients to the media
outlets for news stories. Not everyone needs an advertising

agency. If your practice is already too busy for new patients,
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has steady growth, or a budget of probably less than
$30,000 a year, you do not need an agency. When you do
decide to hire an agency, you should ask the following:

● Do they utilize all media?
● Can they show you creative campaigns for medical

projects?
● What are their references like?
● Confirm that cost is all inclusive and that you will

receive copies of all invoices of graphic artists, photog-
raphers, etc.

● A formal contract that probably is 6 months to start
with, timelines, and a plan of action.

As we said above in Concepts and terminology, iden-
tifying who your target ‘customers’ are is extremely valu-
able. It directs all of your marketing activities. Let’s go back
to our example of a venous surgery practice that is targeting
35 to 60-year-olds in a specific geographic region who need
attention for varicose veins and venous diseases. You can
very easily distribute mailings to the potential patients
within a 10 mile radius of your practice. This is a much
better investment than a television advertisement because
you know that your mailings (and your services) are relevant
to this group. Unlike a specialist, the target patients for a
primary care practice are usually situated in the geographic
area surrounding the location of the office. However, if the

Table. Advantages and disadvantages of various types of a

Advertising medium Advantages

Newspaper Reaches older demographic usually
Need response from reader with co
Believability

Community newspapers Choose neighborhoods
Shows locally invested in communi
Emphasize convenience

Radio Frequency of ads is a plus
Reach with one ad great
Flexibility with customized message

type of station targeted to age/g
Television Great audio/visual personalized me

your office and staff
Flexibility to choose audience (age/

day)
Good mass market, broadcast spots

thousands with one spot
Direct mail Maximum customization of messag

Time sensitivity up to you
Ads for ‘discounts’ are good trackin

effectiveness
Ability to purchase mailing lists cus

Magazines Long shelf life so people re-read th

Websites, internet Most popular with wide exposure if
Maintenance cost
Ads are low cost
Visual medium, ability to put docum

videos, self-help on the site
primary care practice or a specialty is offering a unique
service, it is helpful to know the exact geographic areas from
which new patients are coming from. More important, this
information may display the surrounding zip codes from
which new patients are NOT coming from. A chart show-
ing the most common zip codes where patients live can
allow the practice to focus on areas where marketing efforts

Fig 2. Mapping of zip codes for reaching patients based on their
residence.

tising mediums

Disadvantages

Time sensitive
ad Continuing decrease in newspaper readership

Competition with other ads
Higher cost relative to exposure
Readership, exposure small
Quality of paper may distort ad
Competitor ads close to yours
Need to run repeated ads for impact, cost

adds up
, time of day,
of choice
from you, Fleeting & short exposure, need extended

campaign for impact
er/time of Cost of production very expensive, cost of

consistent message also expensive
each

er, color Mailer cheap but mailing expensive
Bulk mail can take weeks sometimes

l for

ed for you

Address list may be costly and inaccurate
Return on investment not very high

Have to choose only those with health focus
Cost per reader high
Frequency low as most are monthly or bi-

monthly
icized

, forms,

Start up cost may be high depending on bells
and whistles

Needs maintenance
Exposure up to audience
dver

35�
py of

ty

, day
ender
ssage

gend
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g too

tomiz
em

publ

ents
may be directed (Fig 2).
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Mailings can consist of brochures, fliers, educational or
research documents, or other pieces of collateral. With such
variety, it is important that you have a goal for each piece of
collateral that you generate. What is it specifically that you
want to get across to your target market? (Hint: look to
your positioning statement for guidance.) After you decide
on this, then you must create the mailing and, most impor-
tantly, verify that the message that you are trying to com-
municate is being received effectively. You can do this by
testing your target group; let them tell you how to improve
it. The last thing that you want to do is spend thousands of
dollars on a direct mailing that doesn’t resonate with future
patients!

Testing the collateral will also bring up issues that you
may not have thought about. For example, if you are trying
to market your vascular surgery practice, your test group
may tell you that they had trouble reading your piece
because the font was too small. Remember, you are target-
ing a group that may be having difficulty seeing! This same
logic applies to a very basic listing in the Yellow Pages.

Generating positive public relations is also a great (and
inexpensive) way to share your practice with your target
market. Again, you may not want to take the mass market-
ing approach; instead, think about who you are targeting.
Your venous practice (that is trying to target women) may
want to think about sponsoring free lectures and/or work-
shops on varicose veins to teachers, nurses, and beauty
salons this year instead of providing free screenings for the
elderly at a retirement home. The practice must create
goodwill directly with potential customers. (Don’t forget
to distribute your free articles and customer-tested mailings
at these presentations.) Another great way to reach specific
audiences is to participate in exhibits, community organi-
zations, and health fairs where your target segment(s) will
be present.

Other physicians. Let’s switch our focus from poten-
tial customers to other physicians for a moment. There is no
question that other physicians are a fantastic source of
patients. In this sense, they could be considered customers
as well. Generally, they are looking for the best care their
patients are able to receive, good communication about
their patients, and easy scheduling access for their patients.
If you want to do even more for fellow physicians, just ask
them what you can do for them. Here are some very basic
tactics that you can employ to build relationships with
colleagues:6

● Make it as easy as possible for them to contact your
office and to set up an appointment for one of their
patients. If this mandates an additional phone line,
then you should register one. A call from a referring
physician should be transferred to your attention
promptly without putting them on hold.

● Meet the referring physician’s level of needed commu-
nication, not your own. Some physicians will only want
summaries regarding their patients while others will
want details.
● Make your own follow-up calls.
● Keep in touch with your patients and referring physi-
cians. You might consider creating a newsletter or a
website covering your practice and changes in the
specialty for referring physicians.

● In a teaching facility, every intern or resident is a future
referring physician. As an attending physician, being
kind and courteous is not only setting a good example
but will be remembered when they go into practice. All
it takes is a few residents who remember a good and
kind teacher, to refer patients for many years into the
future.

● Track all of your referral sources. The practice should
know which physicians are referring patients and how
often. Some practices treat their best referring physi-
cians (say the top one-third) with great attention to
detail and make sure that office staff gives them special
treatment. All initial patient demographic information
collected must have the referring source listed (physi-
cian, family member, friend, print, television) (Fig 3).

● Participate in a speaker’s bureau and be active in pro-
fessional organizations. The more awareness you cre-
ate about your practice and your expertise, the greater
the odds that physicians will think of you when they are
referring a patient.

● Develop a directory of services listing physician re-
sources, credentials, and phone numbers to distribute
to physicians and employers.

● Finally, survey your referring physicians periodically,
and make changes to your service based on that
feedback.

Think of every point at which your customers, be they
patients or referring physicians, come into contact with
your practice as an opportunity to market. This includes
more than just promotions or community relations events;
this includes your business cards, office setting, signage,
and much more. One of the 4 Ps that we discussed earlier
was Place. You can very easily alter the environment in
which your services are offered. Instead of a local television
channel displayed in the waiting room, it may make more

Fig 3. Using demographic information to track referral source of
new patients.
sense to show health education videos or DVDs specific to
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the practice. If your practice is introducing a new service or
procedure, a short segment displayed in your waiting room
and some brochures to educate your patients create a better
value. Think about what your customers need or want –
what would make their visit to your office more pleasant?
What would make them choose you over your competitors?
If you don’t know, just ask them.

Do not forget about your virtual office either. In a
recent survey, the internet was more popular as a source of
healthcare information than a physician (59% vs 55%) or a
relative/friend (29%).5 Your website can be used to define
and differentiate your practice. In the customers’ eyes, you
are delivering information on your website that is relevant
to their health problems at no cost. The website should be
user friendly, uncluttered, easily remembered, and able to
answer the most common questions in simple English. The
site should be professional and should generate credibility
and respect for your practice, in some cases before they have
even met you.

Another important P that we discussed is Price. Obvi-
ously, because of contractual commitments, price is more
relevant to non-covered or cosmetic conditions for the
most part. First, many consumers do not choose a physician
based on the lowest price for a procedure, and second,
reducing your fees to gain market share is not always a
viable option. However, what you can do is reduce other
non-monetary costs that patients endure in getting medical
care. As we discussed above, if your patients are searching
for information on their ailment, providing educational
materials free of charge reduces the effort they must expend
to gather information. For many, the prospect of being ill
brings with it high psychological costs – worrying, lower
self confidence, etc. What are ways that you could make
your patients feel more at ease? There are ways that your
practice can manipulate the price in a consumer’s mind to
make your practice the practice of choice.

In order to understand how to improve your office
setting or website (Place), decrease the perceived Price of
your service, or generally improve your practice, your team
must make a concerted effort to understand what your
customers want with respect to these areas. Your team may
decide that the most effective way to learn from your
customers would be to give each patient a survey with a
self-addressed and stamped envelope on their way out of
the office.

Integrating your tactics. Integrating your marketing
activities will take your marketing to a new level. For
example, suppose that you sent out mailings to your target
group as described above. Assume that you also have a
brand new informative website. If your goal is to promote
your practice as one that educates its patients, you should
link these two very different activities. For example, use the
flier (or newsletter or business card) to promote your
website so that consumers are directed to your site. Now
that they are on your site, you must provide them with new
information that will drive them to become a patient.

Enable them to make or request an appointment via

your website. Without this, you are asking a potential
customer who is already on the web and, therefore, has
demonstrated that they prefer the web rather than to
pick-up the phone to call your office. If the patient wants to
speak to an office associate, they will call. But, generally, the
less effort you ask a potential patient to put forth, the better
chance you’ve got of acquiring them.

Source of marketing information. Ultimately, the
demand for any clinical service is determined by a complex
equation consisting of patient needs, wants, and established
norms or guidelines. Demand is also a function of demo-
graphic patterns which are necessary as part of market
research. Market research is a crucial and often overlooked
part of the marketing process and involves research on the
service being provided, estimating market size, identifying
the competition, and any special factors that may influence
the practice’s position in the market. Market research
should drive the strategy and not the other way around.
Data can be obtained ‘in-house’ using public sources and
professional societies or through a consultant. Targeting
any marketing effort, even in the most rudimentary fashion,
requires knowledge of how to access the demographics of
interest and make some future projections (temporal di-
mension) in demand and utilization of the services being
offered.7 There are two major sources available for small
group practices:

Internal. Current demographics from existing patient
files including age, zip code of residence, and any other
information that may be useful for marketing. Most com-
munications with patients that aim to improve or maintain
their health are not illegal under Health Insurance Porta-
bility and Accountability Act (HIPAA) privacy rules. How-
ever, care is warranted particularly if any information is
going to be shared with any other entity outside the
practice.

External.

● U.S. Census information. The Census bureau collects
population surveys every 10 years. Useful information
includes age, gender, income, education, employ-
ment, and housing information.8

● American community survey.9 This is part of the U.S.
Census Bureau’s ‘re-engineered’ census plan for 2010.
As an example, for zip code 43085, the community
survey indicates that this zip code has more females,
double the number of persons with bachelor’s degrees,
only one-sixth of individuals under poverty level,
and a lesser number of people speaking a language
other than English compared to the general U.S.
population.

● Agency for Healthcare and Quality: agency for the
U.S. Department for Health and Human Services
(HHS), information on utilization.10

● American Hospital Association: data on in-patient
services.

● National Center for Health Statistics: data on surveys
regarding in-patients, out-patients, hospices, and nur-

sing homes.11
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● National Ambulatory Care Survey: data on ambulatory
services.12

● Medical Expenditure Survey: surveys of families and
individuals, their medical providers, and employers
across the United States.13

● Other professional associations: Medical Group Man-
agement Association, American Medical Association,
American College of Surgeons, American Dental As-
sociation, and American Cancer Society. There will
usually be payment required for database queries even
for members.

● Commercial databases: Claritas.14

Never over-promise. As a consumer, there are few
things worse than visiting a store with the intent of pur-
chasing a product that you saw in an advertisement and
finding out that they are out of stock (or worse, don’t even
carry the product). You wonder, “Why did you advertise a
product that you don’t have?” In our example, the patient
was excited by your practice because of the trail that your
marketing activities led them down – the flier, the website,
the online articles, and the convenience of requesting an
appointment via the web. What would happen if the poten-
tial patient never received a response to their web-based
request? Not only would you decimate the goodwill you
built up, but this would definitely result in negative word of
mouth.

This potential patient has asked you if she or he can
become a long-term (revenue-generating) patient of yours.
Going back to internal marketing, your staff must be
trained to handle all customer requests in a timely and
pleasant manner. Another way that practices over-promise
is by not being able to handle the volume of patients or
appointment requests. If the customer in our example
submits an appointment request via your website and your
staff calls the customer to set up an appointment for 4
months from that current date, you may have actually done
your practice a disservice. You would have been better off
not generating the interest of this consumer. The takeaway
is that you must either let off the marketing accelerator or
add more physician staff to handle the volume of requests.
The final piece of the entire process is an assessment of the
process, cost, and outcome of the marketing process. Tools
to evaluate the success or failure of the outcome must
include pre-defined measurable parameters whether it is the
number of new patients, procedures, phone calls received,
or some other criterion.

Checklist for a marketing campaign:

1) Do you have marketing objectives and a strategy clearly
spelled out?

2) Do you have resources allocated (personnel and
budget)?
3) Do you know what your target population is?
4) Do you have a clear message?
5) Do you have a media plan?
6) Who is going to implement your campaign and what are

the timelines?
7) Do you have measures by which you can evaluate suc-

cess or failure of the campaign?

The authors would like to acknowledge the help of
Cindi Witker, President of Creative Medical Marketing for
proofreading and input.
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